Abstract. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) designates the electromagnetic power density deposited per unit mass of biological tissues. This paper presents a new approach where SAR calculation for mobile phones is based on a parametric reconstruction of the E-field distribution in the phantom to assess rapid SAR measurements, by means of an ellipsoidal model. The estimation of its parameters is achieved by two ways: using a reduced number of real data points exclusively, and using a combination of real data points and E-field extrapolation with a given expansion model.
Introduction
Most of the existing dosimetric facilities utilize automatic positioning systems to move an E-Field measuring probe, in order to achieve SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) measurements [1] . The European Standard prEN50361 [2] details the way of measuring the SAR in a head-like phantom, and the maximum value of the SAR averaged in 10 g allowed. The electromagnetic properties of the liquid filling the phantom are similar to those of the brain. According to this new European standard, a complete phone test lasts about half a day, pointing out a new concern: the rapidity of SAR measurement. The rapid SAR measurement method that we propose here is fully compatible with popular instrumentation and, hence, can be directly implemented on most existing SAR measurement facilities using mechanical scanning of an E-field probe [3] . The number of electric field data is reduced from several hundreds to about 30, what allows dividing the measurement time by a factor 10 approximately.
The physical quantity that we measure, the maximum SAR averaged in 1 g and 10 g of contiguous tissues, is the volumetric integration of the quadratic electric field, weighted by the conductivity σ and the density ρ of the media:
with E (V/m) the E-field norm, σ (S/m) the conductivity of the medium, and ρ (kg/m 3 ) its density.
The simplicity of the E-field distribution in the phantom, the more often in a long spot perpendicularly to the direction of propagation, its reproducibility between the different mobile phones, allows to consider generic parametric models of the E-field able to fit the principal electromagnetic characteristics of the phones. The number of parameters chosen for those models (between 5 and 11) is sufficiently low to reconstruct the electric field in the whole data volume, from a small number of data, in a very reasonable computation time (on the order of a few seconds). The acquisition time is then drastically reduced. The results presented in the last section show SAR reconstructions of commercial phones from three models involving a strict ellipsoidal approach, and two hybrid ellipsoidal-plane wave or mean propagation constant approach, those one trying to reduce the number of data points needed to a few ones distributed in a surface plane. These approaches are based on a long experience in SAR measurements, and in parametric methods applied to physical measurements. Their development has been possible with the help of the hundreds SAR tests of commercial phones, and are a result of the research effort conducted to improve the accuracy and the rapidity of the Supélec dosimetric facility.
Degree of freedom of the system
The elliptic spatial distribution of the E-field and the propagation as an exponential function of depth have been observed for a very large number of mobile phones. These investigations let think that giving morphological and physical considerations on the E-field must allow introducing a priori information in the SAR calculation [4] . The number of data points required in the standard way to compute the SAR should be decreased, by considering that a large number of those points depend from each other from electromagnetic or morphological laws. The electric field in the phantom can then be seen, in that way, as a relatively simple system: the E-field generated by a spherical wave expansion, as a first approximation. A first estimation of the degree of freedom N of the distribution of the electric field in the phantom can be evaluated by the number of useful terms of its development in spherical modes [5] : N = k r + 10, where k = 2πf v φ and where the square brackets indicate the largest integer smaller than or equal to kr, r is the radius of the domain of study i.e. the sphere of smallest radius that circumscribes the system, v φ the velocity of light and f the frequency in the liquid. As an example, for r = 3.5 cm we obtain N ≈ 14 for f = 900 MHz, and N ≈ 18 for f = 1800 MHz. We can then think that about 10 parameters of a mathematical model should be enough to reconstruct the E-field in the entire volume from a reduced number of data points.
Electric field modelling

Ellipsoidal model
In order to obtain a model close to the spatial distributions of the E-field observed, we developed an ellipsoidal model:
where κ = and r (x, y, z) is the vector of positions of the E-field measurement points in the phantom. The vector r (x , y , z ) = R (γ, β, α) r (x, y, z) is obtained with the rotation matrix R built from the Euler rotation angles α, β, γ. p e (A 0 , α, x e , y e , z e , a, b, c, α, β, γ) is the vector of parameters, where A 0 represents the field amplitude, α is the propagation constant, x e , y e and z e are the coordinates of the centre of the ellipsoid, and a, b and c its semi-axes.
Hybrid unique propagation constant -ellipsoidal model
Even if the preceding modelization technique ensures a very fast SAR measurement, we tried to go further by only using surface E-field measured values. The E-field values in depth replacing real data are deduced from a simple exponential propagation model. The acquisition of data would now require only a few seconds to be performed. We adapted for example a 21 points distribution for this hybrid plane wave-ellipsoidal model, by using 16 E-field surface data points and calculating 5 points in depth, in the maximum E-field zone. One way to calculate these in-depth values is to use the plane wave propagation constant of the medium in the exponential propagation model, which is a coarse approximation. Another way, more accurate, is to use a constant deduced from a statistical analysis. We have actually studied the characteristics of a large number of phone measurements, in terms of E-field shape, but also of electromagnetic propagation properties. We have shown [3] that for a large number of arbitrary different phones, it is possible to extract a mean propagation constant representing the decrease of the E-field at the location of the maximum E-field zone, with a given standard deviation.
Results on real phones data
The reconstruction process has been tested on 128 measurements corresponding to 60 different mobile phones at 2 frequencies (900 MHz and 1800 MHz) . The following figures present the maximum averaged SAR on 1g (U.S. standard) and 10 g (European standard), for observed and reconstructed data with 16 real data points plus 5 extrapolated points calculated with the plane wave and mean propagation constant α (Fig. 1) . Those results are compared to the standard measurements obtained from 726 E-field data points. It must be noticed that the quality of the reconstruction is bound to the geometrical form of the E-field, but also to its intensity. The method is less powerful if the observed field strength is near the probe's sensitivity. The accuracy of the method (the mean error is 10 % for the 21 real data points) has to be compared with the complete error made with standard dosimetric facilities, which is commonly 30 % to 40 %. The choice of an E-field propagation model based on real measurements is therefore better than the simplest description of the plane wave. The figure 2 presents the results obtained with the full ellipsoidal model, i.e. with 36 measured E-field data, showing the SAR reconstructed in function of the SAR obtained from a standard measurement.
Conclusion
This parametric approach employed in a novel application domain has yet proved itself with the robust estimation of other physical quantities [6] . The methods proposed in this paper, useful with standard dosimetric measurement systems, allows calculating the electric field and the SAR from a reduced number of observed data points. The local SAR is directly obtained from the knowledge of the model parameters. The maximum 10g averaged SAR is then instantly obtained. The errors made on the 10g averaged SAR, in the case of the full ellipsoidal propagation model, are much lower than the accuracy of the complete standard measurement itself. The robustness of the method has been tested in case of multi-spot phones (weak radiation). In those cases, the absolute error introduced remains low. The measurement time for a given configuration is much less than 1 minute (16 real points plus plane wave extrapolation), whereas the data processing time is neglectible. Furthermore, the hybrid ellipsoidal-plane wave approach, used in conjunction with an array of E-field probes, should be able to provide quasi real time SAR measurement capabilities.
